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AD1

Flashforge AD1   is an innovative device for 3d channel letters 

making,with multiple choices for shell and color to a much more beauti-

ful output,and users can control several devices at the same time. 3D 

printingchannel letter solution is an ideal solution for signs industry to 

increase the productivity, reduce the labor costs, reduce unpleasant 

odors and hazardous emissions, and offer an eco-friendly production 

environment as well.



AD1 Features

When the device detects that filament is used 
up, it will automatically stop printing. After 
installing new filament, it can continue the 

previous printing process.

When encountering unexpected power failure,
part of the power stored in the device will raise
the nozzle, so as to prevent letter from being 
damaged by the high-temperature nozzle, and 
continue to print after the power back.

4 heating areas are specially designed for 
sub-heating( this design can save power). It 
can be heated to 100 degrees in only 3 minutes. 
The printing speed is 50% faster than the con-
ventional 3D Printers.

Printed files are displayed in green on the 
screen for easy user management

Note: the equipment can also be used for 
renting. The printed consumption of filament 

is well recorded in the equipment, which is 
conducive to renting management.

Multiform tipsFast printing/fast heating

Resume printing from 
power outage

Filament detection 
Function



Flashforge has developed a professional 

software for advertising industry, which is 

a collection of design and slicing.

FlashAD features

Smart operation

Automatically generate the required print
file through inputted text and selecting 

font in the software.You can also use 
CorelDRAW and other software to design 

2d vector graphics, import them into 
FlashAD and automatically generate print 

files.

Jointless printing mode

Automatic generation of hidden joint 
marks in slicing files according to differ- 
ent patterns to ensure smooth surface of 

print production.

Multiple options for 
surrounding edge design

Different surrounding edge effects are 
avaliable , and the software will be 

updated monthly, adding differ
ent design of letter styles.

Integrated advantage

The files output by the software include 
3D printing files and cutting files of the 
carving machine, and there is no need to 
design separate files for the carving 
machine.

Cloud control

Monthly Update

Free to use.

No need to copy the file after its generat
ed, and able to print directly via cloud 
platform. 
No trouble of copying files many
times to the printer, which improves 
working efficiency a lot and saves time 
when operating multiple devices.



3D Channel Letter
Style Effect

Top stairs for support 

+ top arc

Widened bottom

Arc letter

Top stairs for support

Linked bracket

Slant letter



Channel letter filament
OUTDOOR    INDOOR

Anti weathering

The filament color  will not change after 
UV radiation
Adaptation - 20-70 degrees environment.

Good environmental 
adaptability

High strength, no cracking to against 
complex outdoor environment

Multicolor

In order to meet the standard colors of 
more logos, the colors of filament are 
richer, and special colors of filament can 
be customized in 24 rolls（provide pan -
tone number）

Better  Effect

No stringing or oozing. Present a smooth 
surrounded shell .

Customized colors avaliable



User caseUser case
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